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ABSTRACT

A flexible loop for restraining animals during handling Such
as during grooming or examination or operation or in bath
tubs with a Swivel Snap closure mechanism or fixed means at
its top and, at the bottom of the flexible loop, fixed means. The
loop is Suitable for attachment to a grooming arm or to tethers
to cross-tie the animal in place. The fixed means is preferably
a D-ring.
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LOOP FOR RESTRAINING PETS
PRIORITY

0001 Priority is claimed as a continuation application to
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/342,359, filed Jan. 14.
2003, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent applica
tion Ser. No. 10/271,825, filed Oct. 15, 2002, which claims

domestic priority based on provisional application No.
60/370,045, filed Apr. 3, 2002. The disclosure of the afore
mentioned priority documents are incorporated herein by
reference in their entirety.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 1. Field of the Invention
0003. The field of the present invention is restraint loops
for use by pet groomers and other pet or animal handlers.
0004 2. Background
0005 Grooming loops have long been used by groomers
to position and/or restrain pet animals, particularly dogs and
cats, on a grooming table or platform while the animal is
being groomed. The loop is typically connected to an eye-bolt
hanging from the upper end of an L-shaped grooming arm,
often by a swivel snap closure mechanism that engages the
eye-bolt. The loop is placed over the animal's head to rest
around its neck. With the animal's movement limited or

restricted by the loop, the groomer then cuts and combs fur,
removes fur from the paws, mouth, nose and eye areas, other
parts of the anatomy, pares toenails, sprays and does all the
procedures for proper grooming of the particular breed being
groomed. Similarly, loops and other restrain mechanisms
have been used by animal handlers other than groomers, such
as veterinarians who restrain pets during examination and
minor Surgery.

0006. However, grooming and examination loops and
tages. The pet undergoing grooming or examination can
move in a substantially sized circle creating a greater area in
other restrain mechanisms have had a number of disadvan

which it could bite the handler, turn around and chew through

the loop or restrain, and even fall off the platform on which the
pet is placed, leaving it hanging with the loop or other
restraint tightly around its neck. Moreover, since the pet is
actually hanging in the loop or other restrain, even while the
pet is on the platform, the loop can press uncomfortably
around its throat. The pet's ability to struggle causes discom
fort to it and its ability to move can make a handler's job
difficult or even dangerous as the pet can fall orbite, unless
muzzled.

0007. In U.S. Pat. No. 4,828.210 to Anderson et al. an
adjustable lock device suitable for being clamped at one end
to the vertical portion of a grooming arm is described. It is
stated that the device can be attached by a snap closure
mechanism at its opposite end to a training aid combination
collar and muzzle, which is sold under the trademark
GENTLE LEADER(R). This commercially available collar
and muzzle has an O-ring stitched inside its end portion.

Attempts have been made to use the combination of the
adjustable lock device attached to the collar and muzzle at the
O-ring for grooming.
0008. However, this combination of parts does not work
well since the pet is not attached to the top of the L-portion of
the grooming arm and can still have a substantial area for
movement. Moreover, the limitations imposed by attachment
to the vertical portion of the grooming arm and the muzzle
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tend to make the pet less accessible during grooming. In
addition, when the pet is muzzled its mouth area and some
parts of the face cannot be groomed.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0009. The present invention is directed toward a loop for
handling pets or other animals that accommodates the handler
exercising control over the animal being groomed or exam
ined or operated upon without having to use both hands or
require the need of an assistant.
0010. With this loop, the animal has only a small area in
which it can move while at the same not being encumbered
with uncomfortable pressure upon its throat.
0011. In the case of grooming, the groomer's loop is
attached to the eye-bolt on the top of the L-portion of the
grooming arm and, at its opposite end, is attached to a tether,
which in turn is firmly attached to the vertical section of the
grooming arm or alternatively to a separate arm-clamp
assembly, with the loop not exerting pressure on the pets
throat, but rather on its stronger back or side. In this manner
the animal is cross-tied and the tether pulls away from the pets
throat and the remaining pressure is exerted on the stronger
sides of the pet's neck.
0012 For examinations, the loop has means for attach
ment to upper and lower positions on the vertical back of an
examination table.

0013 Further, with use of the loop, the handler can safely
work on all parts of the pet's anatomy without substantial
danger of being bitten or losing control over the pet.
0014 Advantages of the loop will be apparent from the
following description.
0015. In accordance with certain of its aspects this inven
tion relates to a loop for restraining pets or other animals
comprising at one end a flexible loop stitched at its top around
a swivel snap closure mechanism, there being at the opposite
end from said swivel snap mechanism fixed means suitable
for attaching said loop to another swivel Snap closure mecha
nism.

0016. In accordance with certain additional of its aspects
this invention relates to a loop for restraining pets having
fixed means at each end suitable for attachment to swivel Snap
closure mechanisms that are typically at the ends of tethers
that are connected to arm-clamp assemblies. In this aspect of
the invention, the loop is particularly effective for use during
veterinary examinations or minor operations.
0017. The swivel snap closure mechanism on the flexible
loop is present particularly when a pet is being groom to
secure connecting the loop to the eye-bolt on the upper L-por
tion of the grooming arm of a grooming table. The Swivel Snap
closure mechanism facilities use of the loop by either a right
handed or left-handed groomer. Moreover, due to the swivel
movement, the pet cannot twist the loop, thereby avoiding the
loop tightening around its neck. The fixed means is at the
opposite end of the flexible loop, that is at about or exactly
180° from the opposite end (or at the bottom center), from the
swivel snap closure mechanism. When the flexible loop is
further engaged, as described below, the pet is effectively
cross-tied and the loop is allowed to be pulled away from the
pet’s throat, thereby alleviating the discomfort associated
with older loops and greatly reducing possible injury to the
pet and the groomer.
0018. The fixed means on the flexible loop for grooming or
examination or minor surgery may be a grommetted hole,
wherein the hole is circular, square, triangular, D-shaped or of
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other convenient geometric shape and the grommet is shaped
to the hole and protects it by engaging the front and rear sides
of the flexible loop around the perimeter of the hole. More
preferably, the fixed means has a geometric shape. Such as a
circle, square, triangle, D-shape or other convenient geomet
ric shape, typically made of metal or plastic, and is fixed in
place by stitching at the bottom of the flexible loop. Most
preferably it is a D-ring, stitched into place. For veterinary
purposes or other appropriate purposes the fixed means are at
both ends of the loop in order to be able to engage two tethers.
0019. In a preferred aspect of the invention a side of the
loop contains a quick-release buckle that can be opened
quickly to easily release and free the pet from the loop,
particularly in an emergency, without having to take the loop
over the head of the pet. The quick release buckle permits the
handler's hands to be behind the pet's neck when attaching or
removing the loop to or from the pet, instead of a hand being
in front of the pet's mouth, as would be the case with a loop
that does not contain the quick-release buckle, thus making
the groomer safer from being bitten by the pet when putting
the loop on or taking it off. It is also desirable to place a
positive cam-Snap on the loop in order to conveniently size
the loop according to the size of the pet. In addition to facili
tating the size of the loop, when the cam-Snap is present, its
Snap portion is desirably positioned when the pet is groomed
Such that it opens and closes on the opposite side from the
quick release buckle. This permits the groomer to readily
release the loop with either hand, for instance with a hand not
engaged in grooming, with the hand closest to either the quick
release buckle or to the cam-Snap, or by preference depending
on whether the groomer is right-handed or left-handed. When
the loop is used for restraining pets being examined or oper
ated upon, the cam-Snap is preferably on the same side as the
quick release buckle.
0020. With further regard to the respective position of the
cam-Snap, when present, and the quick release buckle, while
positioning a pet on a grooming platform a groomer holds the
pet with one hand and does not release the pet until the loop is
attached to it and also to the grooming arm and optionally an
arm-clamp assembly. Thus, with the other hand the groomer
can appropriately size the loop to the pet and close the cam
Snap. It is easier to Snap the cam-Snap closed when its Snap
portion is positioned on the opposite side of the loop from the
quick release buckle since the groomer's hand that holds the
pet is typically on the same side of the loop as the quick
release buckle. Thus, opposite positioning is preferred as
being ergonomically effective for use of the groomer's left or
right hand, as needed.
0021. In accordance with a further aspect, this invention
relates to pet grooming with the fixed means on the bottom of
the loop being attached to a Swivel Snap closure mechanism
on a tether that can be clamped to the vertical portion of the
grooming arm. In this manner the combination of the flexible
loop and the tether is assembled by being attached to the top
L-portion of a grooming arm and to its vertical portion or to a
separate arm-clamp assembly.
0022. When the combination is completely assembled and
in use, the swivel snap closure mechanism of the flexible loop
is attached to the eye-bolt at the top of the L-section of the
grooming arm; is looped over a pet's head with the fixed
means, such as a D-ring Stitched into place, being positioned
below the center of the dog's throat; and connected at the fixed
means to a Swivel Snap closure mechanism on a tether device
that is attached to the vertical portion of the grooming arm or
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separate arm-clamp assembly. With the D-ring or other fixed
means at the center of the pet's throat, the pet is unable to
reach and chew the loop with its mouth.
0023 The flexible loop is made of material such as Nylon
webbing, Polyester webbing cotton webbing, cloth, or other
similar materials.

0024. A tether that is particularly useful for attachment at
the fixed means of the loop is the adjustable lock with a tether
containing a Swivel Snap closure mechanism and adjustable
clamp described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,828.210 to Anderson et al.,
the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference.
As described in that patent the tether line can be loosened or
tightened by moving it in a slot on the adjustable clamp. Thus,
in the present invention the clamp assembly of the lock and
tether of U.S. Pat. No. 4,848,210 is locked and clamped to the
Vertical portion of the grooming arm or separate arm-clamp
assembly and attached at it swivel Snap closure mechanism to
the fixed means of the flexible loop and the flexible loop is
attached at its Swivel Snap closure mechanism to the eye-bolt
on the top L-portion of the grooming arm. This permits a
groomer to give a pet a degree of slack so that it can move a
little backward and forward during grooming and, therefore,
increases its comfort level during the procedure. When the
lock and tether is used with the GENTLE LEADER(R) collar

and muzzle, as described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,848.210, the pet is
less accessible and it is difficult for the groomer to effectively
groom the face and head of the muzzled pet.
0025. When a separate arm-clamp assembly is employed,
instead of tethering the pet being groomed to the vertical
portion of the L-shaped grooming arm, the grooming arm
may be positioned to the side of the pet and a separate height
adjustable arm-clamp assembly is attached to the grooming
platform to cross-tie the pet.
0026 Depending on the size of the pet or the part of the
body being groomed, the position of the clamp to the vertical
part of the grooming arm or separate arm-clamp assembly can
be raised or lowered. For instance with the clamp placed low,
in a first position near the platform, it is particularly conve
nient for the groomerto pare toenails. When the clamp is in an
intermediate, second position on the grooming arm, it is par
ticularly convenient to groom the pet's legs, as the pet is not
able to drop its head to attempt to bite the groomer. When the
clamp is in a high, third position, the pet is effectively
muzzled by the flexible loop and the groomer can then safely
groom the pet's beard, face and eyes areas, which parts of the
pets anatomy are otherwise of concern since they are close to
the mouth and often require assistance from another person.
0027. In accordance with another aspect, this invention
relates to a loop Suitable for use in examining or operating on
animals which comprise a flexible loop stitched at both of its
ends around fixed means suitable for attaching said loop to
tethers.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0028. In the drawings, wherein like reference numerals
refer to similar components:
(0029 FIG. 1 illustrates a plan view of the loop of the
invention particularly Suitable for restraining pets during
grooming.
0030 FIG. 2 illustrates a further plan view of the loop of
the invention.

0031 FIG. 3 illustrates a plan view of the loop attached at
its opposite ends to a grooming arm at an eye-ring on its top
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L-section and to a lock and tether device that is clamped to the
Vertical section of the grooming arm.
0032 FIGS. 4A, 4B and 4C illustrate side views of a dog
on a grooming platform wherein the flexible loop is attached
at its to the vertical L-section of the grooming arm and is
attached at its other end to the tether and lock device, with the

tether and lock device clamped to the vertical section of the
grooming arm in, respectively, a first, low position; a second,
intermediate position; and a third, high position, with respect
to the platform, thereby cross-tying the dog.
0033 FIG. 5 illustrates a plan view of the flexible loop
with the Stitching open to reveal a D-ring.
0034 FIG. 6 illustrates a plan view of an alternate aspect
wherein the fixed means is a hole Surrounded by a grommet.
0035 FIG.7 illustrates a side view of an alternate embodi
ment to FIG. 4A wherein the grooming arm is positioned to
the side of the dog and a separate height adjustable arm-clamp
assembly is positioned for cross-tying the dog.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

0036 Turning in detail to the drawings, FIG. 1 illustrates a
flexible loop 1 shown with stitching 2 holding in place a
Swivel Snap closure mechanism 3 on its upper end, a positive
cam-Snap 4 on one side of the loop in an open position, a quick
release buckle 5 on the opposite side of the loop, also in an
open position, Stitching 6 close to the bottom end of the loop
and a D-ring 7 fixed in position 180° from the swivel snap
closure mechanism.

0037. In FIG. 2, the flexible loop 1 is again shown with the
cam-Snap assembly 4a and the quick release buckle 5a in a
closed position.
0038. In FIG.3, the flexible loop 1 in FIG. 2 is shown with
the Swivel Snap closure mechanism 3 attached to an eye-bolt
8 on the top L-portion 9 of the grooming arm. At its opposite
end of the flexible loop 1 is attached at fixed ring 7 to a snap
closure mechanism 10 at one end of a tether 11 that is clamped
with adjustable clamp 12 to the vertical portion 13 of the
grooming arm.
0039. In FIG. 4A, the flexible loop 1, as shown in FIG. 3
attached to tether 11, is positioned looped around the neck 14
of a dog 15 placed on the platform 16. The adjustable clamp
12 of the tether 11 is clamped to the vertical portion 13 of the
grooming arm in a low position close to the platform 16, upon
which the dog 15 is placed. This position facilitates paring of
the dog's toenails.
0040 FIG. 4B is similar to FIG. 4A, except that the clamp
assembly 12 is clamped to the vertical portion 13 of the
grooming arm in an intermediate position on the arm, thereby
limiting the ability of the dog 15 to lower its head toward its
legs. This position of the clamp assembly is particularly help
ful to the groomer when grooming the dog's legs.
004.1 FIG. 4C is similar to FIGS. 4A and 4B except that
the clamp assembly 12 is clamped to the vertical portion 13 of
the grooming arm in a high position on the arm, thereby
effectively muzzling dog 15. This position of the clamp
assembly is particularly helpful to the groomer when groom
ing the dog's head.
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0042 FIG. 5 shows the flexible loop 1 with the stitches 6
open to expose D-ring 7A.
0043 FIG. 6 shows an alternate flexible loop 1 wherein the
fixed means is a grommet hole 17.
0044 FIG. 7 is an alternate embodiment from that
depicted in FIG. 4A wherein the L-shaped grooming arm
having a vertical portion 13 and a top portion 9 is positioned
to the side of the dog and the D-ring 7 is attached to the tether
11 emanating from the height adjustable arm-clamp assembly
18.

0045. The cam-snap (4 in FIGS. 1,5 and 6 and 4A in FIGS.
2, 4A, 4B, 4C and 7) is positioned such that the snap portion
opens and closes on the opposite side from the quick release
buckle (5 in FIGS. 1, 5, and 6 and 5A in FIGS. 2, 4A, 4B and
4c). In FIG. 3 the snap portion of the cam-snap 4A is shown
on the same side as the quick release buckle 5A.
0046 When the loop is adapted for use by a veterinarian
for examining or performing a minor operation and prefer
ably also for a handler putting animals in bathtubs, the Snap
closure shown on the loop at 3 in FIGS. 1-7 is replaced by
fixed means similar to that at 7 in FIGS. 1-5 and 7 and 17 in
FIG. 6.

0047. Furthermore, for purposes of veterinary examina
tions the cam-Snap is preferably positioned as shown at 4A in
FIG. 3.

0048 Moreover, for veterinary examinations and opera
tions the platform is desirably a height adjustable examina
tion table that contains vertical back portion, for instance as
described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,261,296 of Rosenberg and U.S.
Reissue Pat. No. 32,052 to Rosenberg et al., the disclosures of
which are incorporated herein by reference. For purposes of
the present invention the only mechanisms that need to be
attached to vertical back of the incorporated herein tables or
similar examination tables are two arm-clamp assemblies,
each with tethers emanating therefrom, which are clamped to
the vertical back at its top and at a lower side. The tethers are
readily attached to the fixed means, such as D-rings, at the
ends of the loop.
0049. Although the present invention has been described
with reference to the embodiments set forth, those skilled in

the art will recognize that changes may be made in form and
detail without departing from the spirit and scope of the
invention. For instance, the loop may be used by pet grooms
or veterinarians for a variety of animals, including, but not
limited to, dogs, cats, rabbits or other Small animals. Like
wise, the grooming loop can be used by many professionals
and aides who handle domestic and outdoor animals and have

need to control their movements, while still giving them
considerable freedom of movement. The include, but are not

limited to, groomer's aides, veterinarian technicians, animal
shelter personnel, kennel personnel, Zoo personnel, animal
control officials, game wardens or other animal handlers.
What is claimed is:

1. A loop for restraining pets or other animals comprising at
one end a flexible loop Stitched at its top around a Swivel Snap
closure mechanism, there being at the opposite end from said
Swivel Snap mechanism fixed means Suitable for attaching
said loop to another Swivel Snap closure mechanism.
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